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Thinking outside the box: Creative way to do 
math - and "mathy" way to do art 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parker Elementary School 4th 
graders put the final touches on 
a 6 week project that 
incorporates visual art, 
architecture and mathematics 
and other subject areas they call 
“Box City” at the New Bedford 
school. 
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NEW BEDFORD — For some kids, a textbook alone doesn't hammer a point home. 
 
They need a visual aid; they need to see a concept being applied in the real world. 
 
Thus, Box City. 
 
For six weeks, 23 fourth-graders at the John A. Parker School measured, planned, designed and 
constructed "Box City" as part The Boston Society of Architects "Learning by Design Program." 
 
Each of the 281 children in the K-5 school contributed in some way to building the miniature city, which 
was completed last month under the guidance of art teacher Stephanie Couto and Jan Ham, director of 
Learning by Design, with help from other educators. 
 
Box City is the size of a classroom floor — about 11 by 15 feet. The kids used Dunkin' Donuts 
Munchkin boxes to build dozens of buildings— houses, schools, City Hall, police station, hospital, 
library, hardware store, grocery store, clothing store, barber shop, church, even a zoo, Couto said. 
 
Almost every part of Box City is made from recyclable materials, Couto said. There are also roads and a 
river. 
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"Box City is a very creative way to do math, and a very mathy way to do art," said Kerri Anne Quinlan-
Zhou, director of fine arts for the New Bedford Public Schools. 
Each child in the school took part, but the fourth-graders — who will take the MCAS educational 
assessment tests this year — did the measuring, math and creative problem-solving that goes hand-in-
hand with building Box City. 
 
The fifth-graders made model dioramas of their bedrooms. Third-graders made trees out of paper bags.  
 
Second-graders made the playground; first-graders made clay penguins for the zoo, and kindergartners 
made lily pads for the city pond. 
 
Box City is also open for all teachers in the school to use for various lesson plans. 
 
Since 1969, students have built Box Cities to enhance their math, problem-solving and social skills. Box 
City is a hands-on, interdisciplinary experience in community planning and design. 
 
The Box City curriculum was developed by The Center for Understanding the Built Environment. In 
CUBE programs, "children learn to value the built environment while improving other academic and 
social skills," according to the center's Web site. 
 
Learning By Design is a statewide K-12 education program that draws on the power of architecture and 
design to teach children a variety of skills and engages children in architecture and design projects with 
professionals, in addition to providing design-centric curriculums for educators, according to its Web 
site. 
 
"Kids are practicing ideas they learn in their regular classes, but in a hands-on way," said Quinlan-Zhou. 
  
"Some kids need that visual aid to truly grasp a concept." 
 
Box City was a pilot program at Parker this year. Second-graders at the Casimir Pulaski School in New 
Bedford built a Box City last year; the school will take part again in May, Quinlan-Zhou said. 
 
Couto — the art teacher at Hathaway, Hannigan and Parker schools — said she wanted the Parker 
fourth-graders to "understand how design affects their lives, and how professionals apply (textbook) 
concepts in the real world." 
 
Couto was helped by fourth grade teacher Tamara Wells-Reynolds and by Ham, the director of the 
Learning by Design Program. The school was also visited by New Bedford architect Katherine Duff. 
 
"Art is so beneficial to kids in many areas, including their self-esteem," Couto said. "Art stimulates 
curiosity about the world around them. It encourages them to be more skillful observers and to 
contemplate and appreciate others' perspectives." 
 
"Sometimes art can be the visual aid that kids need to understand other concepts in their classroom. 
Many kids are visual learners," she said. 
 
Ham, of Learning by Design, said the social skills students develop are also invaluable. 
 
"One girl once told us, 'I learned that when people work together they can make something really great,'" 
Ham said in an e-mail. "Spaces and places matter in our lives and children know that." 
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